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Forge Hammer Foundation on Dilative Soil 
S.J. Yang 
Fourth Designing and Researching Institute of Ministry of Machine Industry, China 
The :oroperty of' dilative soil will further cho.n_:;e when t'le cl,yno.mic force with different fre-
C].uence acts on soil surface. So far, tLe p;1y:J:"Lc:~l .:.~n;ues:J of this change reuains unknown. 
~Iowever, it has been observed in the fiel.J tec,t tha·t :Jytjwnic fol'Ce would inc1·eare the amount of' 
the c:cevice of dilative soil ar;d distory the soil by combining with the exteroal water, 
.JYNAl.aC l:'ROl',mTIES OF :.>OIL L..;c;A;_;u:..:CD IN '.rtlli 
FIELD 'l'ES'l' 
1. Dynamics elastical i:!Oclule of the d·llative 















Compression stress(Ks/cm2 ) 
Pi.g.1 
FiG· 1 s!1o~·:s the soil cot,::li tion. 
In the ruoue 1 test :G, = 590 kg/ cm2 
u 
~casuring for the foundation of the 3.15 ton 
f'orce llal!Jrner 
Ed = 338 kg/ cm2 
Calculation for1aule: 
where {3--Coefficient ( s2/M2 t'h ) , 
cs-- Soil stre cse s under founcJat ion 
kg/cm-2 , 
F--Botton area of the foundation, 
£--Vertically exci tetion fi'e(!uency. 
2. Effect inuuced by explotion on soil. 
A kilogram explosive was used in the field 
1155 
test . 
Expansive force of soil inorQased 65%. 
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Fig. 2. 
1. Amplitude (measu1·ed) A = 2450--«. 
This is about four times as great as in 
norwal coaGition. 
2. FreCJ.uency (measured) 
f = 9 ........ 11 H.Z. 
Fig. 3 shows the Gestruction of soil under 
footing. After the external water has been 
rewoved for about five years, the amplitude 
is 
Az = 513).).. (measured in July, 1 983) 
But the foundation has been tilted. Both the 
actual life of eCJ.uipment and the (!uality of 
product are affected. 
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Measured in September, 197 4 
A SUCCESSFUL RECORD OF 5 TOJ:~ HAi•!l\illR FOUNDATION 
1. Stiffness of extending end pile (mould 
test). 
K T/!VI (test). 
K = 9.35 X 1 o4 (calcul). 
2. Stiffness of Hammer Foundation (extending 
end pile groups). 
K = 60 X 1Q4,..._, 70 X 1 o4 T/M 
Calculation formula 
where EpFp L.EpFP (/-r:x) 
K 





The notations in formulas above comform to 
M.Novak (1974) and Yang (1982). 
3. Design. 
1156 
.Amplitude A 57 5 ,u (calcul.); 
A 475).1. (test). 
Frequency f 10.6 H.Z (calcul.); 
f 9,__,11 H.Z (test). 
Under the same condition of production as 3 
ton hammer, this harnC1er has been used for 
years without any problems. 
A better effect of technology and econor.Jy has 
been made by this design. 
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